
Join us as a mentor!



#data4EUrecovery

#COSME_EU

use that insight to build innovative tools and solutions

help the European companies and organisations reshape their business

models

make the European industry more resilient towards the future

Industrial transformation and post-COVID recovery give us a unique perspective

to rethink existing economic and social models. 

Now is the time to: 

We want to contribute to the long-term social and economic recovery in Europe

by tackling the most relevant smart health challenges that could give that extra

boost to the European Industry as a whole.  

The project is undertaken on behalf of the European Commission, Directorate

General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs and the

Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME) by Civitta and

Garage48.

Why this hackathon?
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Safe workplace of the future

Data extraction and centralisation for better decision making

Improvements for medical manufacturing

Public space safety for customers

Medicine demand forecasting

Safe use of medical data

Smart mental health solutions for employees

Solutions for teambuilding

Threat tracing

Food consumption awareness

Personalised predictive medicine

Real-time health monitoring and remote care
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Read more about them here: https://eventornado.com/event/data-4-healthy-

recovery#home

https://eventornado.com/event/data-4-healthy-recovery#home
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How does the hackathon work?

18-20 of June, fully online.

During the hackathon, participants will try to find creative smart-health solutions

to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The goal of the program is to come up with new ideas and form teams around

them to build the idea into a prototype - to test if the idea is valid. Participating

teams have been chosen beforehand. 

By the end of 48-hours, the expected outcome is: 

The winner is chosen based on the prototype that is built and the impact the

solution has on the beneficiaries lives

              - First feedback from stakeholders, customers, end-users

              - The initial business case

              - First marketing ideas

             -  A prototype of the digital solution

10  OF THE MOST BURNING CHALLENGES  IN THE

INDUSTRY'S  / 30 BEST TEAMS / WORLD-CLASS EXPERTS

AND MENTORS
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Agenda of the hackathon

Day 1:  kick-off and 1st workday 

10.00 kick-off. Welcome words 

12:00 Checkpoint #1 Lead mentors check the teams for their plans for the hackathon. Understanding the problems solved

13.00-18.00 Teams get to work, mentors check in

18.00 Checkpoint #2 Evening check-in with lead mentors. 

Day 2:  work, focus, work, repeat 

10.00 Checkpoint #3  Lead mentors check the teams for their progress. Understanding which skills are needed from mentors. 

11.00-12.00 Mentor check-in 

12.00-15.00 Mentoring hours. Teams can reach out to mentors when needed.

15.00-16.00 Pitch training for team leads. How to prepare your demo. 

18.00-19.00 Checkpoint #4 Teams show their prototypes. Get last feedback from the mentors. 

Mentors join the checkpoint to give feedback on the demos. 

Day 3: final 

10.00 Final deadline to upload the final presentation and videos. 

11.00-12.30 Final webinar streamed of the teams work

12.30 Jury makes the final decision

13.00 Final awards and closing ceremony 

NB! The times are tentative and the final schedule will be confirmed in the beginning of the June
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How does mentoring work?

During the checkpoints lead mentors will see the teams progress and what kind of

mentoring they need. 

There will be regular check-in calls between the lead mentors and all the other mentors to

make sure that all the mentors know what they are suppose to do and feel that their time is

efficiently spent

The organizing team and lead mentors will connect the teams and mentors with each

other, based on the teams needs in the checkpoints. 

Teams are able to book short coaching sessions with expert mentors (20-25 minute max)

during the times when experts have marked themselves available. We will help to set up the

calendar application and Zoom integration for all the mentors. 

Mentors will have to give guidance and push teams to get first customer validation.

Mentors should not do the work for the teams themselves. If you notice that the team needs

other mentors help, let the lead mentors know about it. 

Tools we that the  mentors will use during the hackathon:  Google Sheets, Calendly, Zoom,

Slack and Eventornado
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Types of mentors

Lead mentors Expert mentors
Challenge specific 

mentors

The hackathon  teams will be divided 

among the  lead mentors. Each lead

mentor will be responsible for 5 teams.

They will run checkpoints to check the

progress of the teams, take notes during

the checkpoints and direct the teams 

 towards the expertise they need (design,

development, field experts). Lead mentors

are chosen by the hackathon organizers

and have prior experience with coaching

both hackathon teams and early-stage

startup teams.  Lead mentors are

available throughout the whole duration

of the hackathon.

Challenge specific mentors come

from the partners that have

proposed the particular challenge.

They will be sharing their insight on

the challenge they have provided

to the teams that are working on

the challenge. Challenge specific

mentors are not responsible for

connecting the teams with the

expert mentors. Challenge specific

mentors have to be available

throughout the whole duration of

the hackathon. 

Host / Boss mentor
The boss-mentor will coordinate the workflow of all the other mentors and is also

responsible for properly briefing the lead mentors, challenge mentors and expert mentors.  

 Boss mentor assigns the lead mentors  to the teams they will be responsible of. Boss mentor

will be responsible for briefing the jury and leads the evaluation procedure and jury work.  

Mentors with a specific skillset, who

will help the teams when needed

(design, development, healthcare

specialists, engineers, business

proffessionals or specialist on other

specific fields. Expert mentors will

mentor the teams based on the

specific needs of the teams. Teams

can book the coaching sessions with

the mentors and lead mentors can

assign the expert mentors to specific

team, when their help is needed.

Expert mentors should be available

approximately 4-6 hours during the

course of the hackathon. The

availability is marked prior the

hackathon. 
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What kind of mentors 

are we looking for?

Tech mentor (front-end and back end development)

Data scientists and experts 

Design mentors (UX and UI)

Product mentors

Business mentors (business development, marketing , investment

specialists, etc.) 

Governmental 

Experts on a wide variety of fields which the challenge topics call for 

We are looking for expert mentors in the following categories: 
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Why join us as a mentor?

Get a hands-on experience on working with early-stage teams and help

them think through their idea. Who knows, perhaps you will witness the

birth of a new unicorn!

A chance to meet and network with other industry key-players and create

long -lasting relationships

A special post about you in the event's Facebook page with your name,

title and few words about your expertise. 

Contribute to the birth of new ideas and businesses and to the long-term

socioeconomic recovery



More information on the

hackathon webpage 

Join the event on Facebook

SIGN UP AS AN EXPERT

MENTOR
By filling up the form on the  link below

 

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/data4EUrecoverymentor

 

and we will get back to you shortly!

The project is undertaken on behalf of the European Commission, Directorate

General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs and the

Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME) by Civitta

and Garage48.

https://www.facebook.com/events/261043798886377
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/business-and-industry/data-4-healthy-recovery-hackathon/more-info_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/business-and-industry/data-4-healthy-recovery-hackathon/more-info_en
https://www.facebook.com/events/261043798886377
https://garage48.typeform.com/to/KLFoY04L


More information on the

hackathon webpage 

Join the event on Facebook

WANT TO TALK MORE?
We are happy to talk about this opportunity!

Siim Eesalu

Partnerships

siim@garage48.org

Book a time to talk: 

https://calendly.com/siim-

2/community-partner

 

The project is undertaken on behalf of the European Commission, Directorate

General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs and the

Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME) by Civitta

and Garage48.

Joao Rei

Host and  Mentor Coordinator

joao@garage48.org

https://calendar.x.ai/rei

https://www.facebook.com/events/261043798886377
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/business-and-industry/data-4-healthy-recovery-hackathon/more-info_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/business-and-industry/data-4-healthy-recovery-hackathon/more-info_en
https://www.facebook.com/events/261043798886377
https://calendar.x.ai/rei

